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A pair of brothers working as palm oil harvesters dared to dream big in
1979. Today, their company is part of the logistics backbone for a crucial
part of the Malaysia economy. >22&23
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THE SIdhu brothers, Mahinder
and Jaswant Singh were
working in a palm oil estate

as harvesters when they decided
to dream on a grander scale and
start their own palm oil transpor-
tation business.
That was in 1979. Thirty years

later, Sidhu Brothers Transport
Sdn Bhd is one of the leading
tanker haulage companies in
Malaysia.
The journey began when

Mahinder and Jaswant purchased
a palm oil tanker as the palm oil
industry boomed in Malaysia. The
duo recognised the need for trans-
portation as mills were located far
away from the processing facto-
ries and ports.
“That first truck never stopped,”

said Sidhu Brothers’ commer-
cial director Jimmy Singh Sidhu,
Mahinder’s youngest son.
“The brothers took turns driv-

ing and they were always on time
to deliver the goods without any
problems. They achieved 100%
utilisation of the vehicle and this
allowed them to build a strong
and formidable relationship with
our clients back then,” Jimmy
added.
Jimmy joined the family

business in 2008. According to
him, one of the most important
requirements for any of the men
in the Sidhu family is the ability to
drive a tanker.
“My brothers Ranjit and

Mandeep who joined the busi-
ness in the 1980s started off driv-
ing tankers and I started driving
before I became a director,” said
Jimmy.
The close-knit family has no

plans for changing tradition as
the third generation of drivers are
coming through.
Jimmy’s nephew, Jasdeep, who

is planning to be a pilot someday,
also drives for the company.
The Sidhus believe that an arm-

chair director will never be able
to understand his or her business
thoroughly and it makes good cus-
tomer relations when a director
personally delivers the goods.

Investing in technology
Jimmy, who originally wanted

to be a hotelier, quickly recog-

nised the need for technology to
take Sidhu Brothers Transport to
the next level.
“Our biggest threat is ‘hotspots’,

but we have managed to curb this
with technology,” said Jimmy.
Hotspots are illegal crude palm

oil purchasing locations that are
frequently visited by truckers to
make a quick buck.
Truckers sell a small fraction

of their load for less than RM100
at these hotspots located stra-
tegically along popular palm oil

transportation routes. According
to Jimmy, hotspots are causing the
CPO industry loses of RM328 mil-
ionl a year. To manage their 130
long-haul tankers more efficiently,
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transport management
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A driver can earn up to

RM5,000
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Number of
tankers

RM500k

130

Family-run tanker company makes its mark
as a vital link in Malaysia’s palm oil industry
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Walking tall:
(From left)
Mandeep, Ranjit
and Jimmy are
the second
generation of
Sidhu Brothers

Monitoring: To manage their tankers more efficiently, Sidhu Brothers utilises software developed specifically to track,
and analyse the movement of their fleet 24 hours a day.
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Tracking the tankers efficiently 24 hours a day

the company invested approximately

RM500,000 in an advanced satellite tracking

and live monitoring system.

The system, utilising software developed

specifically for the haulage industry, enables

Sidhu Brothers to track, monitor and ana-

lyse the movement of their fleet 24 hours

a day.

“We can track driver patterns and we

will be alerted if a driver visits any of these

hotspots or if he stops at an undesignated

area for more than a stipulated time frame,”

said Jimmy.

He further added that ever since he intro-

duced the system he had to terminate 18

drivers who were caught visiting hotspots.

The technology also helped Sidhu

Brothers improve fuel efficiency as they can

plan better driving patterns and work with

the drivers to improve their driving habits.

Keeping it in the family
Being a family-run organisation, Sidhu

Brothers Transport treats all employees as

family members as well.

“Currently we have 90 drivers and our

very first employee is still with us as we

value our drivers,” said Jimmy.

The company offer attractive pay packages

for their drivers to elevate living standards.

Jimmy revealed that a driver doing 18

long-haul trips (more than 350km one

way) could earn up to RM5,000 a month.

Drivers are also given mobile phones with

a company line and each driver is given a

medical card, which is fully subsidised by

the company.

“Despite attractive pay packages and bet-

ter working hours, there is still a shortage of

drivers in Malaysia,” said Jimmy who urged

the government to introduce tanker driving

as a vocational course for school leavers.

The brothers are kept in line by their

mother, Harbans Kaur Sidhu, 71, who still

oversees all operations and offers advice

from time to time.

“The ladies of the house also play a

vital role in ensuring the success of Sidhu

Brothers as they approach problems dif-

ferently. We value their insights into all

matters and we take them very seriously,”

explained Jimmy.

Building a corporate identity
Like most family-run companies, the

founders are usually focused on develop-

ing the business and trying to save as

much as possible. Corporate identity and

marketing strategies are seldom part of

the plan.

As the second generation of Sidhu’s take

over, the company is being given a fresh

identity, even as it maintains its traditions.

A website has been set up and a the entire

fleet has been repainted to create a unique

and recognisable look.

The company rebranded itself as a “bulk

transporter” and not just a palm oil trans-

porter.

“The principal is the same. We are able

to move other things such as cement.

Diversity is good for business,” explained

Jimmy.

The investments and rebranding exercise

has paid off. Recently, Sidhu Brothers won

contracts from cement producers to trans-

port dry bulks but this does not stop the

company from further expanding its palm

oil transportation division.

“East Malaysia is a big market for bulk

transporters and we are definitely look-

ing to expand our business there. It is only

natural for companies from the peninsula

to expand to Sabah and Sarawak as it pro-

vides a brand newmarket. We can use East

Malaysia to ‘test the waters’ before expand-

ing in Asia,” said Jimmy.

While palm oil transporters have been

known to diversify into planting or trading

palm oil, Sidhu Brothers Transport is against

this move and aims to maintain its focus on

transportation.

Transportation in Malaysia started when

traders moved their goods around in bul-

lock carts.

Today, companies like Sidhu Brothers

Transport form part of the backbone of the

countries economy.
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One after another: The
tankers are on the move
again after a rest stop.

Keep going: Recently, Sidhu Brothers won contracts from cement producers to transport dry bulks
but this does not stop the company from further expanding its palm oil transportation division.

Standing proud: (From left) Jimmy, Ranjit and Mandeep in their office.


